
WELCOME TO FERROL
DISCOVER THE NORTH OF GALICIA



43º 28' 34'' N / 8º 14' 54'' W

DISTANCE TO OTHER PORTS

Located on the Atlantic coast in the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula, 
Ferrol is an ideal port of call on all routes passing through the Atlantic.
The Port of Ferrol has excellent communications (road, rail and air). 
With its sheltered waters and easy access, it can accommodate large 
cruise ships all year round.
Cruise ship docks are only a few metres away from the sports harbour 
with its many cafés and terraces, and only 1 km from the city centre.  A 
shuttle bus or taxi service takes passengers directly from the port to 
the city centre.

WHERE?

DOVER 621 Nautical Miles

CASABLANCA 637 Nautical Miles

AMSTERDAM 828 Nautical Miles

DUBLIN 599 Nautical Miles

CADIZ 573 Nautical Miles

SOUTHAMPTON 543 Nautical Miles

BORDEAUX 350 Nautical Miles

LISBON 328 Nautical Miles

BILBAO 253 Nautical Miles

PORTO 179 Nautical Miles

TENERIFE 998 Nautical Miles
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Ferrol’s estuary has a long and unique channel, with two beautiful fortifications on each bank that served in the past to block the passage of ships at war with the 
Spanish Navy. While sailing through its waters you can appreciate, as in few places in the world, how the green of the mountains merges with the blue of the sea.

PORT OF FERROL

CASTLE 
SAN FELIPE

CASTLE 
LA PALMA

PORT OF FERROL
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ENTRANCE MOUTH
Position: SW
Width: 546m
Water depth in LLW: 20m

ENTRANCE CHANNEL
Position: SW
Width: 160m
Lenght: 2994m
Water depth in LLW: 11,30m



HARBOUR:
Opening times: 24 hours
Time (GTM +/-): +1 hour
Emergency phone: +34 981.338.075
Anchorage: Allowed
Pilot: Mandatory
Tugboat: Available
Tidal movement / Range: 4,36 m

PASSENGER SERVICES:
Procedure: European Union Rules
Tourist information: yes
Shuttle bus service: yes
Taxi service: yes
Bus service: yes
Distances: City Center 1km (0,62mi) International Airport 
45Km (27,96mi) Train Station 4Km (2,48mi)

SHIP SERVICES:
Gangway: yes
Ship repair: yes
Bunkering: yes
Garbage disposal: yes
Watter supply: yes
Provisions: yes

BERTHS
Number of cruise quays: 2
Espigón Exterior: Berthing line 229m / Depth: 9m
Fernandez Ladreda: Berthing line 454m / Depth: 12,5m
Width: No limit
Air draft: No limit
Minimun stay: No limit
Maximun stay: Ask for more than 48/72 hrs

PORT OF FERROL
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ESPIGÓN EXTERIOR DOCK:
Berthing line: 229m
Depth: 9m
Norays: every 36m
Defenses: Floating Yokohama
Bollards: 50 tonnes
Quay height relative to LAT: +5,35 / +5,40M

PORT TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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FERNANDEZ LADREDA DOCK:
Berthing line: 454m
Depth: 12,5m
Norays: every 25m
Defenses: Shield type
Bollards: 80 tonnes
Quay height relative to LAT: +5,50M 



Ferrol offers the visitor a permanent succession of contrasts: medieval layouts with narrow streets and houses with galleries facing imposing military constructions, 
together with beaches open to the ocean between fortified castles overlooking the estuary. A unique experience that awakens the senses of its visitors. 
Its architecture, its cultural offer, the natural environment, the richness of its gastronomy, among others, make Ferrol an outstanding tourist destination. 
Opposite the sports dock is the start of the English Way to Santiago de Compostela, a short but intense route that offers the traveller a whole experience.
Ferrol also has a unique heritage of the Enlightenment, which aspires to be a World Heritage Site, the best Easter Week in Galicia (declared to be of international tourist 
interest), the Modernism Route, a first class shipbuilding industry and much more.

 MILITARY ARSENAL
The Military Arsenal of Ferrol is an 
arsenal and naval base of great 
importance, built with the intention 
of developing Philip V’s naval policy. 
It has been declared Asset of Cultural 
Interest.

 SAN FELIPE CASTLE
16th century’s San Felipe castle is an 
ancient military fortress. Opposite this 
castle are the castles of La Palma and 
San Martín. Between these, a thick 
chain was stretched across the sea, 
which prevented enemy ships from 
entering the Ferrol estuary.

 THE ENGLISH WAY
The port of Ferrol is the starting point 
of the English Way to Santiago de 
Compostela. This pilgrimage route is 110 
kilometres long and offers the traveller a 
short but intense journey through unique 
landscapes and natural surroundings.
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VISIT FERROL

 EASTER WEEK
Ferrol’s Easter Week is the set of 
events commemorating the Passion of 
Christ. Its first documentary referen-
ce dates back to 1616. In 2014, it was 
awarded the distinction of Festival of 
International Tourist Interest.

 ARCHITECTURE
A tour through the modernist style 
buildings of the district of A Magdalena, 
declared a Historic-Artistic Site in 1983, 
it’s an ideal plan to rediscover the most 
unique corners of Ferrol.  

 SHIPBUILDING MUSEUM
This is the main Spanish maritime 
museum dedicated to shipbuilding. It 
is also remarkable for the beauty of its 
interior, an 18th century industrial buil-
ding. The museum offers a tour of the 
various shipbuilding techniques and 
their evolution over the centuries.



Ferrol is a destination with a varied gastronomic offer; visitors will taste the most exquisite dishes 
of Galician gastronomy. Although the culinary offer of Ferrol exceeds the following list, here 
are some specialities to taste once you arrive in the city: all kinds of fish and seafood from the 
estuaries, empanada pies, the famous octopus, Neda bread, larpeira cake or tetilla cheese, without 
forgetting the famous Galician wines, beers, liqueurs and Orujo pomace brandies. 
While strolling through the streets of Ferrol you can combine shopping with a visit to the city’s 
must-see places and a taste of its best gastronomy in restaurants, wine bars, patisseries and 
cafés. For anyone looking for a souvenir there are small souvenir and craft shops.

Sea and mountains, culture and tradition, architecture and landscape. Nature has been generous 
with Galicia. Both the Galician coastline and the inland areas are full of beauty along its estuaries, 
beaches, capes, vertiginous cliffs; and across the width of its green mountains and fertile 
valleys. Diffused by this incomparable natural environment are its villages, with rich examples of 
architecture and a unique historical and artistic heritage.

TRIPS FROM FERROL
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Ortigueira Fragas do eume Betanzos

Doniños

San Andrés de Teixido

Pontedeume

LugoSantiago de Compostela

SHOPPING & GASTRONOMY



PORT AUTHORITY OF FERROL-SAN CIBRAO
MUELLE CURUXEIRAS, S/N
15401 FERROL - SPAIN
TEL.:+34.981.338.000
TEL.: +34.981.338.075 (24H)
COMERCIAL@APFSC.ES 
WWW.APFSC.ES

HARBOUR MASTER
+34.981.364.055

MOORING
AMARRADORES DEL PUERTO Y RÍA DE FERROL, SL
+34.981.300.418
HTTPS://AMARRADORESFERROL.COM

PILOTS
PRÁCTICOS DEL PUERTO Y RÍA DE FERROL, SLP
+34.981.353.527
WWW.PRACTICOSDEFERROL.COM

TOWING
REMOLCADORES RÍA DE FERROL
+34.981.352.422
HTTPS://POREYSER.COM

FERROL TOURISM
+34.981.944.251
HTTPS://VISITFERROL.COM

FERROLTERRA TOURISM
+34.981.944.251
HTTPS://TURISMOFERROLTERRA.ES

GALICIA TOURISM
+34.981.337.131
HTTPS://TURISMO.GAL

www.ferrolcruises.com


